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Tuning The Human Biofield
Healing With Vibrational Sound
Therapy
Manual plus DVD feature illustrated instructions and
video tutorials of 25 treatment protocols, including basic
tuning fork technique, pace of application, body
mechanics and application methods for both the physical
and energetic body. Second Edition includes new
expanded 8-page instructional color photo section
featuring additional self-treatment protocol, detailed
instructions for correct hand positioning, sound balancing
techniques for the subtle body, and treatment
applications for Chair Massage and Sport Therapy.
Manual features:1) A treatise and exploration on the
healing aspects of vibration, sound & music 2) 25
illustrated treatment protocols for Treating Others and
Self Treatment3) Expanded 8-page instructional color
photo section 4) A complete Sound Healing system
utilizing tuning forks + music in the key of Ohm. DVD
demonstrates:1) Tuning Fork Technique 2) Pace of
Application and Body Mechanics 3) Tuning Fork
Application Methods for the physical & energetic body 4)
20 illustrated Protocols for Treating Others, utilizing acupoints and anatomical placements 5) How to include
Singing and Crystal Bowls in a Sound Healing session.
Manual is 116 pages and DVD is 26 min.
From a leading neuroscientist and practitioner of
Ayurvedic medicine, rigorous scientific investigation of
sound as energy frequency, showing readers how to use
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its powers for healing and wellness. Why does a baby’s
cry instantaneously flood a mother’s body with a myriad
of stress hormones? How can a song on the radio stir up
powerful emotions, from joy to anger, regret to desire?
Why does sound itself evoke such primal and deeply felt
feelings? A vibration that travels through air, water and
solids, sound is produced by all matter, and is a
fundamental part of every species’ survival. But there is
a hidden power within sound that has yet to be
investigated by modern medicine. Sound Medicine takes
readers on a journey through the structure of the mouth,
ears, and brain to understand how sound is translated
from acoustic vibrations into meaningful neurological
impulses. Renowned neuroscientist and Aryuvedic
expert Dr. Kulreet Chaudrahy explains how different
types of sound impact the human body and brain
uniquely, and explores the physiological effects of sound
vibration, from altering mood to healing disease.
Blending ancient wisdom and modern science, Dr.
Choudry traces the history of sound therapy and the use
of specific mantras from ancient Aryuvedic texts, to
explain the biology of sound as frequency and its
therapeutic applications for common ailments. Sound
Medicine offers practical, step-by-step lessons for using
music and mantras, whether you’re a beginner or
searching for a more advanced practice. Bringing
together Vedic mythology and medical therapy, this
marriage of the ancient mantras and modern
neuroscience can help you heal—and keep you well in
body, mind, and spirit.
This book is a ground breaking work that integrates
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science, sound, and spirituality. You will learn how to
tune your body, with tuning forks. When we tune
ourselves we tune our nervous system, achieving greater
balance, harmony, and wellness in our lives.
An examination of sound's healing effects brings a
physician's perspective to the popular sound medicine
movement, showing the way to inner harmomy for the
body, mind, and spirit
The classic, bestselling book on the emerging field of
DNA activation, CONSCIOUS HEALING, now updated
and expanded with a wealth of empowering new
information, is far more than the inspiring story of the
development of a ""revolutionary healing science""
(NEXUS). An unparalleled synthesis of modern and
ancient healing wisdom, this leading-edge text is
essential reading for anyone interested in alternative
medicine, energy healing, consciousness research,
quantum biology, human evolution, or personal
enlightenment. ""CONSCIOUS HEALING may be the
key that unlocks an entirely new way of being.""
-ODYSSEY Magazine, Editor's Choice Book
Learn how to energize and enhance your well-being on
every level—physical, emotional, and spiritual—through
hands-on exercises and guided meditations that provide
direct experience with sound. As a therapeutic and
transformative branch of energy medicine, sound healing
offers powerful tools to tune up your health and wellness.
Presenting a clear and solid foundation of core concepts,
Sound Healing for Beginners shows how to apply
innovative sound techniques to your daily life in order to
balance your energy and manifest personal
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improvement. With chapters covering focused listening,
the energetics of breathwork, activating your unique
resonances and energy centers through vocal toning,
using sound as a creative force for manifestation, and
more, this accessible guide will help you harmonize your
life with the remarkable benefits of sound healing.
For centuries, people have turned to classical music for
its calming and relaxing effects. Internationally acclaimed
water researcher Dr. Masaru Emoto has discovered why
certain music has healing benefits: Music with the
appropriate rhythm, tempo, tone, and melody can correct
distorted frequencies within our cells, assisting our health
and healing. Here, you can enjoy Dr. Emoto's captivating
water-crystal photographs and text in this unique
collection. The possible benefits you may experience
include decreased joint and back pain; improved function
of the nervous, circulatory, lymphatic, and immune
systems; and the release of negative emotions such as
anxiety, self-pity, and depression. The combination of
images and words in Water Crystal Healing concentrates
consciousness as never before, providing a unique
experience for healing.
A complete introduction to using the sounds of the voice
to promote healing • Explains the emotional meanings
and healing attributes of human vocal expression, from
vowels and consonants to natural sounds such as
laughter or sighs • Includes easy-to-follow vocal and
breathing exercises • Contains chants and mantras from
cultures around the world As infants and children we use
our vocalizations to express our needs and emotions. As
we grow older these vocalizations become confined to
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language. The suppression of emotional sounds
because they may be considered childish or undignified
is quite commonplace in Western cultures. Yet when
done with vigor, the sounds made by laughing, groaning,
humming, keening, and sighing hold within them great
power for healing. In The Healing Power of the Human
Voice James D'Angelo introduces the concepts behind
sound healing and provides simple, practical exercises
for beginners. He explains in detail the meanings and
healing attributes of the whole range of human vocal
expression, from vowels and consonants to the natural
sounds of laughter or sighs. He praises the power of
singing and reveals the ways in which group singing can
contribute to physical and mental health. He also
presents authentic classical chants and mantras from
cultures around the world and shows how we can
combine various vocal sounds to form our own mantra to
help clear chakra blockages. All of the sounds
discussed, as well as the techniques for producing
overtones, are placed in a ritualized context and are
accompanied by simple movements to enhance tuning
the body toward inner harmony, health, and peace.
• Provides a precise map of the energetic biofield that
surrounds the body, showing where specific emotions,
memories, traumas, and pain are stored • Details how to
locate stored trauma in the biofield with a tuning fork and
clear it • Winner of the 2015 Nautilus Silver Award When
Eileen McKusick began offering sound therapy in her
massage practice she soon discovered she could use tuning
forks to locate and hear disturbances in the energy field, or
biofield, that surrounded each of her clients. Passing the
tuning forks through these areas in the biofield not only
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corrected the distorted vibrational sounds she was hearing
but also imparted consistent, predictable, and sometimes
immediate relief from pain, anxiety, insomnia, migraines,
depression, fibromyalgia, digestive disorders, and a host of
other complaints. Now, more than 20 years later, McKusick
has fully developed her sound healing method, which she
calls Biofield Tuning, and created a map of the biofield,
revealing the precise locations where specific emotions,
memories, ailments, and traumas are stored. In this book,
McKusick explains the basics of Biofield Tuning practice and
provides illustrations of her Biofield Anatomy Map. She details
how to use tuning forks to find and clear pain and trauma
stored in the biofield and reveals how the traditional principles
and locations of the chakras correspond directly with her
biofield discoveries. Exploring the science behind Biofield
Tuning, she examines scientific research on the nature of
sound and energy and explains how experiences of trauma
produce “pathological oscillations” in the biofield, causing a
breakdown of order, structure, and function in the body.
Offering a revolutionary perspective on mind, energy,
memory, and trauma, McKusick’s guide to Biofield Tuning
provides new avenues of healing for energy workers,
massage therapists, sound healers, and those looking to
overcome chronic illness and release the traumas of their
past.
This book Provides a precise map of the energetic biofield
that surrounds the body, showing where specific emotions,
memories, traumas, and pain are stored- Details how to
locate stored trauma in the biofield with a tuning fork and
clear it.Exploring the science behind Sound Balancing, she
examines scientific research on the nature of sound and
energy and explains how experiences of trauma produce
"pathological oscillations" in the biofield, causing a breakdown
of order, structure, and function in the body.Offering a
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revolutionary perspective on mind, energy, memory, and
trauma, it guide to Sound Balancing provides new avenues of
healing for energy workers, massage therapists, sound
healers, and those looking to overcome chronic illness and
release the traumas. Learn more as you read.
Two-sided chart demonstrates 14 useful applications for selftreatment, and for treating others using tuning forks. Each
stylized photograph shows where the fork can be placed on
the body and explains why each placement is beneficial.
Other helpful illustrations show how to correctly hold and how
to activate a tuning fork. A long awaited laminated "how to"
guide for using tuning forks at home or in your professional
practice.Two-sided laminated chart measures 11" x 17."
A leading mind-body researcher provides an invaluable
resource of solid scientific evidence for consciousness-based
healing—along with practices anyone can use. Spontaneous
remission, the placebo effect, and energy healing—these
phenomena have baffled the medical community for decades.
What do all these marvels tell us? “Our current models of
medicine fall short of understanding the depths of our human
healing potential,” says Dr. Shamini Jain. “We are on the
cusp of finally becoming awake to our human healing
potential. A growing number of scientists are exploring a new
path—a true expansion of science joined with understandings
from ancient concepts of spirituality.” With Healing
Ourselves, Dr. Jain presents a new vision of health and
healing. Here she rejects the “either-or” thinking that has
placed conventional medicine at odds with so-called
alternative methods—offering an integrated path based on
sound scientific evidence and personal empowerment. Join
her to explore: • Biofield science—peer-reviewed research on
the inseparable relationship between consciousness and
healing • The placebo and beyond—what placebo research
tells us about the power of consciousness to heal ourselves,
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whether we choose drugs, surgery, or holistic medicine •
Evidence—what strong, published research actually says
about the healing power of holistic practices such as yoga, tai
chi, meditation, and energy healing • The Healing Keys—indepth instruction with evidence-based recommendations and
ancient spiritual practices that you can integrate into your life
for healing yourself Today more than ever, we realize that we
must change the way we think about health care—and our
ability to heal ourselves. “The good news is there is a way
forward,” teaches Dr. Jain. “The flame that lights the path
burns brighter than the darkness of ignorance and suffering
we have found ourselves in.” With Healing Ourselves, this
inspiring teacher shares a holistic model of health that we
have known in our hearts, all along, to be true.
At the dawn of the 21st century, the old paradigms of
medicine have begun to fall apart. We no longer believe that
our bodies are machines with parts that wear down, only to
be braced up by drugs or replaced through surgery. Instead,
a growing number of pioneering researchers embrace a new
view of healing – one expounded by Dr. Richard Gerber in his
groundbreaking best–seller, Vibrational Medicine. Now he
shows how to put this new way of thinking into practical use,
describing the role of consciousness and "thought forms," as
well as the benefits of homoeopathy, acupuncture, colour and
light healing, magnetobiology, and other therapies. A
traditionally trained physician, Dr. Gerber combines scientific
evidence with traditional methods from the East and West to
unlock our potential for healing ourselves.
Every life form is made up of vibrations that coincide with the
harmonic frequency to which all life is attuned. The vibrations
of the body easily go out of tune when a person is exposed to
physical or emotional stress. Vibrational Healing Through the
Chakras provides the most up-to-date information on the use
of vibrational tools such as crystals, aromas, sounds,
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bodywork, and homeopathy to help the body remember its
own healthy harmonic resonance. Author Joy Gardner offers
this in-depth look at vibrational healing for people interested
in improving their own health and well-being, as well as those
who want to become practitioners of this gentle art. Explore
how to use vibrations to release old dysfunctional patterns in
the body-mind and replace them with new patterns that
resonate with the body's own healthy frequencies. • An indepth resource guide to using vibrational tools at the chakra
points to heal the body and mind. • Includes a detailed
explanation of chakras and the human energy field and how
to heal with a variety of tools including colors, crystals,
aromatherapy, and light.
In my travels across the country, the question asked most
frequently is how I went from being a fundamentalist preacher
to being a developer of healing techniques using tuning forks.
This book is the story of that journey. I feel honored yet
humbled to be among those rising to the call to facilitate the
new 5th Dimensional energy coming into our third
dimensional time/space continuum. Come with me as we
journey step by step through my search for answers. After
looking at what I refer to in this book as my Fork in the Road,
a new truth was born - a truth that provides answers for the
Spirit, Mind, and Body. I will share information concerning selfhealing using sound, vibration, and frequencies that can
clear, cleanse, balance, and focus our lives in all its forms.
The ancient Solfeggio frequencies are part of a process that
can assist us in creating the possibility of lives without stress,
illness, and sickness. Together we will go to the cutting edge
of scientific discoveries regarding sound and healing. This
book is also a call for Lightworkers to gather in this crucial
time of change and transformation on the planet. Join me and
others who do not live in fear of the future. Just tune your
inner ear and listen to these wonderful new ideas as I share
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the techniques of working with sound and, more specifically,
the Solfeggio tuning forks. My hope is that we can all find the
harmonics of our own individual music, and that through this
process we will be enabled to live balanced lives.
This ground breaking and pioneering new work explores the
vibratory nature of existence through science, mindful
listening, and sound healing focused on the obtainment of
value and life goals,
A practical and accessible guide to sound healing therapies •
Explores tools such as tuning forks, gongs, singing bowls,
drumming, chakra chants, and angelic vibrations • Provides
simple practices such as humming, vowel toning, and
affirmations that you can begin using right away for selfhealing • Explains how sound therapy triggers self-healing
mechanisms and offers a non-invasive way to permeate
every cell of the body with healing intentions All sound and
vibration affect us. From the moment of birth--even in the
womb--every word, thought, or sound we encounter is
important and powerful, nourishing or toxic. When we
understand the powerful effects of sound and vibration, we
can consciously apply them for our health and well-being. In
this practical and accessible guide, Erica Longdon explains
the therapeutic and healing impact of sound, frequency, and
vibration on the body, mind, and spirit. She shows how sound
therapy triggers the body’s natural self-healing mechanisms
and offers a non-invasive way to permeate every cell of the
body with healing intentions. She presents a wide range of
sound-healing methods and vibrational practices and
explores tools such as tuning forks, gongs, singing bowls,
drumming, chakra chants, and angelic vibrations as well as
cymatics--the study of wave phenomena, which makes sound
visible. She explains how to use different sound healing
methods and offers instructions both for self-treatment and as
preparation if you go see a sound therapist. She reveals how
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each of us has a sound healing tool at our disposal--our own
voice--and provides simple practices and exercises such as
humming, vowel toning, and affirmations that you can begin
using right away for self-healing. She also explores the power
of silence and how even our inner vibrations--thoughts and
intentions--affect us sonically and can be used for vibrational
healing. Offering a natural way to treat pain and illness, this
guide gives you the tools to connect with your inner healer,
restore balance and harmony, and harness the power of
vibration for sound health.
A riveting guide to the energy that surrounds us and how
tuning into the power of frequencies can help us heal
ourselves, and the planet. Can you feel it? Energy is
Everywhere. From the light, sound, and electromagnetic
waves that flow all around us to the intricate electrical
networks that flow through us, energy is a frontier as exciting
as it is uncharted. Every year new science suggests that
harnessing the extraordinary power of these invisible
frequencies may be the key to a variety of innovations to
improve our health and wellbeing, and to repair our struggling
ecosystems. In Tuning into Frequency, the minds of Sputnik
Futures explore cutting-edge discoveries from doctors,
physicists, healers, ecologists, technologists, and thought
leaders and explore how we can employ frequency to
improve not only our physical, mental, and spiritual wellbeing,
but the health of the planet. For example, did you know: -That
your heart and your brain share an electromagnetic field?
-That trees can talk to each other? -That sound can heal the
body? -That color affects your mood? -That the sun can help
fight depression? With expert voices, bold discoveries, and
engaging visuals, this entry in the captivating Alice in
Futureland series is a riveting guide to the forces that
energize our bodies, our minds, and the planet.
Sound healing therapy is rapidly gaining recognition as an
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important complementary medicine modality; this groundbreaking book uniquely presents techniques, based upon
Chinese medicine theory, for integrating the use of precision
calibrated Ohm planetary tuning forks and acupuncture
needles, to create a new modality, Vibrational
AcupunctureTM. The chapters include: An overview of
Quantum Music TheoryTM Guidelines for using tuning forks
with or without needles Insights into our genetic imprint, the
Eight Extraordinary meridians Anti-exhaustion treatments for
readers caught in an excessively busy and dissonant world
Treatments for saggy neck and temporomandibular joint
dysfunction (TMJ) Treatments for balancing the twin
hemispheres of the brain, and alchemically lacing the Three
Jiaos An introduction to vibrational remedies and more An
overview of the use of healing sound as a palliative to global
technological addiction, and how it restores essential
harmony to a world that is seriously out of balance
See how energy therapies can normalize physiology and
restore your patients’ health! Energy Medicine: The Scientific
Basis, 2nd Edition provides a deeper understanding of energy
and energy flow in the human body. Using well-established
scientific research, this book documents the presence of
energy fields, discerns how those fields are generated, and
determines how they are altered by disease, disorder, or
injury. It then describes how therapeutic applications can
restore natural energy flows within the body. Written by
recognized energy medicine expert Dr. James Oschman —
who is also a physiologist, cellular biologist, and biophysicist
— this resource shows how the science of energetics may be
used in healing diseases that conventional medicine has
difficulty treating. Easy-to-understand coverage simplifies the
theory of energy medicine and the science behind it,
providing detailed, coherent explanations for a complex
subject. Well-established scientific research shows why and
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how energy medicine works. Multi-disciplinary approach
covers energy medicine as it applies to various healthcare
disciplines, from acupuncture to osteopathy to therapeutic
touch and energy psychology.
Help your pet to enjoy vital health and healing by using
Tuning Fork Therapy® methods and techniques on the major
chakras of your pet's body. Plenty of photographs,
illustrations and diagrams to help you follow along with the
author.
What is it that makes yoga practitioners feel so good after a
session—more so than after other kinds of exercise or
stretching? "Yoga was created to directly stimulate and move
us at the energetic level," teaches Lauren Walker. Yet many
of us don't have the time to spare for the kind of extensive
regular practice we'd need to gain the full benefits yoga was
meant to offer. That's why Walker created Energy Medicine
Yoga—a breakthrough book that combines yoga with the most
effective techniques of energy medicine to vastly increase the
healing power of your practice. Created for yoga practitioners
of any background or experience—even complete
newcomers—this clear, easy-to-use guidebook features:
Energy medicine essentials—key concepts about your subtle
anatomy and its profound influence on your physical,
emotional, and spiritual health An eight-week learning plan for
working with your body's energy systems—with practices
focused on your meridians, chakras, vibrational field, and
more Power poses—the most valuable "if you do nothing else,
do these" techniques for each of your body's energy systems
The 20-minute template—putting it all together to create your
own custom-made, supercharged daily practice Lauren
Walker has adapted the renowned energy medicine methods
pioneered by her own teacher, Donna Eden, so they integrate
seamlessly into yoga movements and postures. "Energy
medicine yoga teaches you to take the things you're doing
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now, layer them together with complementary techniques,
and exponentially increase the benefits of your practice,"
Walker explains. "You'll learn to work smarter, not harder—so
you can have a healthy body full of energy, zest, and joy for
what life has to offer."
This work is a user-friendly reference guide to energy
medicine. It explains what vibrational medicine is, its history in
Eastern systems of health, as well as fundametal concepts
such as chakras and the meridians.
Sound has been used for thousands of years to help improve
health and wellbeing. In Sounding the Mind of God, Lyz
Cooper brings ancient knowledge together with easy to digest
'new' science to demonstrate how sound can be used in an
easy way to make positive changes to your life. This book
contains a range of simple, fun exercises which include the
use of the voice, Himalayan singing bowls, chimes, drums
and more. If you are in need of a quick pick-me-up, try the
'sonic caffeine' exercises - or if you need a stress buster, how
about some 'sonic hot chocolate'?
Tap into the extraordinary power of electricity to heal your
body and empower your life Everything is electric. This
seemingly simple observation has transformational
repercussions on the way we think about and approach
physical, mental, and emotional health. Electric Body, Electric
Health is a manifesto for personal empowerment based on an
electrical view of life. Author of Tuning the Human Biofield,
Eileen Day McKusick is an expert in the emerging field of
electric health and has taught thousands how to transform
effortlessly through learning to “think electrically.” By
illuminating the biological nature of our electrical bodies,
McKusick empowers readers to clear the static, noise, and
resistance from this system and experience greater energy,
clarity, and order. Electric Body, Electric Health makes use of
simple, easy-to-implement practices such as: - Awareness
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practices - Perspective shifts - Breathing practices - Simple
lifestyle changes - Improved emotional management - and
more... in order to help readers improve their health and
enhance their daily lives. It will give you the tools to transform
your relationship with your body, your mind, your emotions,
and the electrical world around you.
From a leading neurologist, neuroscientist and practitioner of
Ayurvedic medicine, comes a rigorous scientific investigation
of the healing power of sound, showing readers how they can
use it to improve their mental and physical wellbeing. Why
does a baby’s cry instantaneously flood a mother’s body
with a myriad of stress hormones? How can a song on the
radio stir up powerful emotions, from joy to anger, regret to
desire? Why does sound itself evoke such primal and deeply
felt emotions? A vibration that travels through air, water and
solids, sound is produced by all matter, and is a fundamental
part of every species’ survival. But there is a hidden power
within sound that has only just begun to be investigated.
Sound Medicine takes readers on a journey through the
structure of the mouth, ears, and brain to understand how
sound is translated from acoustic vibrations into meaningful
neurological impulses. Renowned neurologist and Ayurvedic
expert Dr. Kulreet Chaudhary explains how different types of
sound impact the human body and brain uniquely, and
explores the physiological effects of sound vibration, from
altering mood to healing disease. Blending ancient wisdom
with modern science, Dr. Chaudhary traces the history of
sound therapy and the use of specific mantras from
previously unknown texts—traced back to the Siddhas, a
group of enlightened yogis who created a healing tradition
that served as the precursor to Ayurvedic medicine—to explain
the therapeutic application of sounds for a wide range of
conditions. Sound Medicine offers practical, step-by-step
lessons for using music and mantras, whether you’re a
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beginner or searching for a more advanced practice, to
improve your health in body, mind, and spirit.
Book & CD. Over the centuries many people have found relief
from pain, stress, negative energy, and a variety of physical
ailments through the sound and vibrations of Tibetan singing
bowls, whose use has become increasingly popular in the
West. This book offers step-by-step techniques for using the
bowls for meditation, relaxation, and healing ailments such as
insomnia, headache, stress-related intestinal disorders, and
high blood pressure. A CD demonstrating the methods
accompanies the book.
A Practical Manual For Extraordinary Living - Take a brilliant
journey into the nature of change and reality to discover the
power you have within you to transform. Join inspiring
transformational leader Melissa Joy for a playful exploration
into universal consciousness and infinite potential, available
to everyone within the field of the heart. With beautiful and
clear articulation, combined with a humorous weave of
science, spirit, and practical play, Melissa Joy reveals how
universal consciousness and infinite potential are organized
and influence experiences. By practicing heart-centered
awareness and freedom of choice, through the power of
grace, anyone can navigate practically through life's
situations and challenges to experience more flow, joy, and
personal fulfillment. The field of the heart is a portal to
personal power, individual change, and global transformation,
and it will lead you to a new reality based in unity, love, and
limitless potential. The field of the heart is the physics of
miracles. The field of the heart is the physics of love. This
journey into heart-centered awareness is complemented by
the knowledge and wisdom Melissa Joy has acquired through
teaching Matrix Energetics transformational seminars to
thousands of students around the world. Discover how to
consistently drop into the heart, let go, notice what you notice,
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and notice what is different. In this intriguing book, M-Joy
shares what she has learned, including specific and effective
strategies for change, as you discover how to playfully
transform yourself and everything around you. Join M-Joy as
she guides you to discover your truth as a limitless being,
which is found within the heart, noticed as joy, and available
for you to experience in every moment of every day. "We can
expand our apertures of awareness to experience the full
expression of ourselves as limitless beings..." M-Joy
The first book to explain from both scientific and spiritual
perspectives the healing and transformative powers of
harmonics. • Includes practical exercises demonstrating how
to use sound in healing and meditation, including "Vowels as
Mantras" and "Overtoning". • Describes how harmonics can
be used as "sonic yoga" for meditation and deep relaxation to
enhance energy. • Over 25,000 copies of first editions sold in
6 languages. • Author won 1999 Visionary Awards for Best
Healing-Meditation Album. The Mystery Schools of Egypt,
Greece, and Rome understood that vibration is the
fundamental active force in the universe and developed
specific chants and tones for healing the mind, body, and
spirit and achieving altered states of consciousness.
Overtone chanting--also called vocal harmonics--is the ability
of the human voice to create two or more notes at the same
time. Healing Sounds explains how to perform vocal
harmonics and experience their transformative and curative
powers. An internationally recognized master teacher, the
author provides diverse examples of sound healing systems
incorporating both mystical and medical traditions--from
Tibetan monks' use of tantric harmonics to Dr. Alfred Tomatis'
use of Gregorian chanting--and their capacity to affect us on
all levels. With many easy-to-follow exercises, Healing
Sounds is the first book to show from both the scientific and
spiritual viewpoints how to use the transformative power of
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sound for healing on physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual
levels.
Grab your Personal Tuning Fork and ‘twang’ your way to
sustainable health! Discover your body's health secret, the
endocrine system - your personal tuning fork. Are there
niggling disturbances, which interfere with your daily life?
Allergies, brain fatigue, dizziness, general aches and pains,
headaches, insomnia, lethargy, loss of libido, low self-esteem,
mood swings, sugar cravings, weight issues? Do you want to
be free of them? Do standard medical tests leave you feeling
powerless, frustrated and still seeking answers? Take charge
of your health, begin the journey towards health, well-being,
youthfulness, and peace with The way of Health: Your
Personal Tuning Fork; The Endocrine System. An easy to
read daily reference for everyday solutions to every-day
issues, which interfere with daily life. It bulges with clear
informative text, body system charts, tables, self-care tools &
tests and illustrations. As a one-stop guide it will leave you
feeling empowered to become your own health-master to take
charge of your well-being and life.
The original comprehensive guide to energetic healing with a
new preface by the author and updated resources. • More
than 125,000 copies sold. • Explores the actual science of
etheric energies, replacing the Newtonian worldview with a
new model based on Einstein's physics of energy. •
Summarizes key points at the end of each chapter to help the
serious student absorb and retain the wealth of information
presented. Vibrational Medicine has gained widespread
acceptance by individuals, schools, and health-care
institutions nationwide as the textbook of choice for the study
of alternative medicine. Trained in a variety of alternative
therapies as well as conventional Western medicine, Dr.
Gerber provides an encyclopedic treatment of energetic
healing, covering subtle-energy fields, acupuncture, Bach
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flower remedies, homeopathy, radionics, crystal healing,
electrotherapy, radiology, chakras, meditation, and psychic
healing. He explains current theories about how various
energy therapies work and offers readers new insights into
the physical and spiritual perspectives of health and disease.
A comprehensive guide to emotional blockages in the energy
body and their physical manifestations • Details how
emotional trauma, long-term stress, and environmental
influences cause energy blockages in the subtle body that
affect the physical body • Explores more than 30 specific
physical ailments, detailing the energetic origins of each
condition and which meridians, chakras, and points are
affected • Explains how to interpret and work with energies
released in massage and during yoga practice In this
comprehensive guide to subtle energy and its associated
physical manifestations, Robert Henderson reveals how the
discomfort and pain you carry in your physical body is related
to the energies of the life you have experienced. The author
explains the eight types of subtle energy: Emotional, which
carries anger, fear, love, and other emotions; Mental, which
affects patterns of behavior, beliefs, actions, and memories;
Spiritual, which influences intuition, inspiration, and
transcendent states; Sexual, which affects creativity,
spontaneity, and excitement; Environmental, which arises
from stress at work, tension at home, and other outside
influences; Interpersonal, which comes from interactions with
family, lovers, and friends; Ancestral, the energy of the lives
of your parents up to the time of your conception; and Karmic,
the energy of your past lives. Detailing how these energies
are drawn in by the chakras and distributed throughout the
body by the meridians, the author explains how suffering
acute emotional trauma or long-term stress causes negative
energies to accumulate in the energy body much like fat
deposits. Our physical body reacts to these energy
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blockages, leading to physical conditions such as closed hips,
tight hamstrings, digestive distress, chronic pain, and
persistent tension in areas like the shoulders. The author
explores more than 30 specific physical ailments, providing
the energetic origins of each condition, the exact location of
the corresponding energy blockage, and which meridians,
chakras, and points are affected. He covers sexual energy in
depth, explaining how to handle repressed energy as it is
released during yoga or massage. As the author shows,
physical ailments caused by the energies of hurtful life events
can be healed through massage and yoga, allowing you to
become open to the free and spontaneous circulation of
energy through the subtle body.

Inspirational and deeply illuminating, The Soul
Frequency takes you into the unseen world of energy
and emotion, which is the birthplace of every physical
manifestation in your body and life. Step by insightful
step, personal coach Shanna Lee will show you how to
align your energy to manifest any darn thing your little
heart desires.
An accessible guide to the practice of conscious
humming • Details conscious humming and breathing
exercises from simple to advanced, including online
access to examples of these practices • Examines the
latest studies on sound, revealing how humming helps
with stress levels, sleep, and blood pressure, increases
lymphatic circulation, releases endorphins, creates new
neural pathways in the brain, and boosts blood platelet
production • Explores the spiritual use of humming,
including its use as a sonic yoga technique and its role in
many world traditions • Includes access to online
examples, allowing you to experience the powerful
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vibratory resonance that humming can create Humming
is one of the simplest and yet most profound sounds we
can make. If you have a voice and can speak, you can
hum. Research has shown humming to be much more
than a self-soothing sound: it affects us on a physical
level, reducing stress, inducing calmness, and enhancing
sleep as well as lowering heart rate and blood pressure
and producing powerful neurochemicals such as
oxytocin, the “love” hormone. In this guide to conscious
humming, Jonathan and Andi Goldman show that you do
not need to be a musician or singer to benefit from sound
healing practices—all you need to do is hum. They
provide conscious humming and breathing exercises
from simple to advanced, complete with online
examples, allowing you to experience the powerful
vibratory resonance that humming can create and
harness its healing benefits for body, mind, and spirit.
They explore the science behind sound healing,
revealing how self-created sounds can literally rearrange
molecular structure and how humming not only helps
with stress levels, sleep, and blood pressure but also
increases lymphatic circulation and melatonin
production, releases endorphins, creates new neural
pathways in the brain, and releases nitric oxide, a
neurotransmitter fundamental to health and well-being.
The authors show how sound can act as a triggering
mechanism for the manifestation of your conscious
intentions. They also examine the spiritual use of
humming, including its use as a sonic yoga technique
and its role in many world traditions, such as the Om,
Aum, or Hum of Hindu and Tibetan traditions. Providing
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a self-healing method accessible to all, the authors
reveal that, even if you have no musical ability, we are all
sound healers.
Customize your sound environment for a better quality of
life • Shows how to use music and sound to reduce
stress, enhance learning, and improve performance •
Provides detailed guidelines for musicians and health
care professionals • Includes a new 75-minute CD of
psychoacoustically designed classical music What we
hear, and how we process it, has a far greater impact on
our daily living than we realize. From the womb to the
moment we die we are surrounded by sound, and what
we hear can either energize or deplete our nervous
systems. It is no exaggeration to say that what goes into
our ears can harm us or heal us. Joshua Leeds--a
pioneer in the application of music for health, learning,
and productivity--explains how sound can be a powerful
ally. He explores chronic sensory overload and how
auditory dysfunction often results in difficulties with
learning and social interactions. He offers innovative
techniques designed to invigorate auditory skills and
provide balanced sonic environments. In this revised and
updated edition of The Power of Sound, Leeds includes
current research, extensive resources, analysis of the
maturing field of soundwork and a look at the effect of
sound on animals. He also provides a new 75-minute CD
of psychoacoustically designed classical music for a
direct experience of the effect of simplified sound on the
nervous system. With new information on how to use
music and sound for enhanced health and productivity,
The Power of Sound provides readers with practical
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solutions for vital and sustained well-being.
A guide to the practice of Sound Balancing, using tuning
forks to clear trauma stored in the human energy field •
Provides a precise map of the energetic biofield that
surrounds the body, showing where specific emotions,
memories, traumas, and pain are stored • Details how to
locate stored trauma in the biofield with a tuning fork and
clear it • 2015 Nautilus Silver Award When Eileen
McKusick began offering sound therapy in her massage
practice she soon discovered she could use tuning forks
to locate and hear disturbances in the energy field, or
biofield, that surrounded each of her clients. She found
these energetic disturbances correlated with the
emotional and physical traumas her clients had
experienced throughout their lives, the biofield acting as
a record of pain, stress, and trauma from gestation
onward. Passing the forks through these areas in the
biofield not only corrected the distorted vibrational
sounds she was hearing but also imparted consistent,
predictable, and sometimes immediate relief from pain,
anxiety, insomnia, migraines, depression, fibromyalgia,
digestive disorders, and a host of other complaints. Now,
nearly 20 years later, McKusick has fully developed her
sound healing method, which she calls Sound Balancing,
and created a map of the biofield, revealing the precise
locations where specific emotions, memories, ailments,
and traumas are stored. In this book, McKusick explains
the complete practice of Sound Balancing and provides
illustrations of her Biofield Anatomy Map. She details
how to use tuning forks to find and clear pain and trauma
stored in the biofield. She reveals how the traditional
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principles and locations of the chakras correspond
directly with her biofield discoveries. Exploring the
science behind Sound Balancing, she examines
scientific research on the nature of sound and energy
and explains how experiences of trauma produce
“pathological oscillations” in the biofield, causing a
breakdown of order, structure, and function in the body.
Offering a revolutionary perspective on mind, energy,
memory, and trauma, McKusick’s guide to Sound
Balancing provides new avenues of healing for energy
workers, massage therapists, sound healers, and those
looking to overcome chronic illness and release the
traumas of their past.
Cast your mind back to the last time a sound affected
you. Perhaps birdsong set a positive tone for your day or
a favourite song lifted your mood. Sound certainly has
the power to send our spirits soaring but how exactly
does it do this and can it go beyond this to enhance our
wellbeing and even help us heal ourselves?
Recentresearch has proven that it absolutely can and
that sound healing can therefore help us achieve all
kinds of personal transformation,enabling us to lead
more authentic, connected and contented lives. The
combination of the Q&A approach, insightful case
studies and practical exercises means this little book
really takes you on abehind-the-scenes tour of this
powerful practice, giving everything you need to begin a
life-changing journey full of healing potential.
Since 1991, Dr. Mitchell Gaynor has been achieving
remarkable results by integrating music, vocalization,
breathing, and meditation techniques in his work with
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patients. In The Healing Power of Sound, he presents his
sound-based techniques for self-healing—techniques that
anyone can use, whether faced with a life-threatening
disease or simply seeking relief from the stresses of daily
life. Numerous studies have demonstrated the health
benefits of music: it can lower blood pressure and heart
and respiratory rates; reduce cardiac complications;
increase the immune response; and boost our natural
opiates. Gaynor shows how, when integrated as part of a
mind-body-spirit approach to wellness, music can play a
significant part in maintaining a healthy lifestyle or in
healing serious disease. The Healing Power of Sound
includes twelve exercises involving breathing,
meditation, and "toning"—using pure vocal sound to
resolve tension, release emotion, and spur the healing
process—that can be used by anyone to improve health
and quality of life.
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